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The development of ChatGPT in November 2022 elicited mixed reactions.  While many

were captivated by its exceptional ability to create texts autonomously, several raised

ethical concerns, particularly in education, writing, and content creation.  But it is not all

against: several research papers have now been written with ChatGPT as a co-author.

Despite its promising features in content creation, speci�cally text creation in journalism,

reporting, or marketing, this emerging technology is fraught with several ethical and legal

challenges, which expand further the gap of necessary governance of the new forms of

technologies that congenially challenge the sense of normal in conventional societal

norms. Besides, these technologies and in this case AI generated language models are

therefore not yet business-ready: companies have to �nd ways to better monetize the

technology and reduce unintended consequences of AI-created content. In this short

piece, we aim a highlighting three obstacles that companies may have to overcome to fully

reap the bene�ts of ChatGPT.

RELATED CMR ARTICLES

“A Brief History of Arti�cial Intelligence: On the Past, Present, and Future of

Arti�cial Intelligence” by Michael Haenlein & Andreas Kaplan. (Vol. 61/4) 2019.

Intellectual Property and Inaccurate
Information
The �rst and most pressing issue in regard to AI-generated journalism is intellectual

property  and the complexities associated with fraud, authentication, and generation of

disinformation.  Generative AI is a large and complex language model that processes past

texts and uses statistical techniques to predict the most commonly word sequence. This

content creation loop is composed of a number of players: Data collectors who created the

database for algorithm training, programmers and developers who come up with the

algorithms, third parties who sell the tools, the AI algorithm that writes the content, and a
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business that uses and publishes it are all involved in the process of creating AI-based

content. As automated as the process may come across to a casual user, there are large set

of deliberate choices behind such an open application.

What has therefore got lost in this mix is ownership and the consequences of ownership,

such as legal liability and accountability. Even the most advanced AI algorithm is still

demonstrating some uncontrollable and erroneous behavior,  resulting in outputs that are

questionable and inaccurate. Businesses should clearly determine ownership and legal

liability in cases of defamation caused by AI-created content or production of factually

inaccurate texts that disseminate disinformation. This is needed and largely

underdeveloped now.

Accountability and Responsibility of Content
When AI is employed to assist humans create content or as a recommender tool, the lines

between authorship and legal responsibility become increasingly blurred. It is indeed

dif�cult to de�ne which domains ChatGPT is augmenting, and which ones are being

threatened. To this extent, businesses must devise strategies that clearly de�ne the lines

between human and machine intelligence and determine, in the case of coexistence of

human and machine intelligence in content creation, how much humans should be held

accountable and how much AI stakeholders should be held legally responsible. The legal

framework and the regulatory sandboxes must be established as early as the beta versions

are launched, to draft policy models that will be able to properly accompany the launch of

the technology into the market.

Content Creation
Although generative AI is still in its early life, it has the potential to revolutionize the

marketing industry.  Automated marketing is an emerging buzzword that is catching

businesses’ attention. In the context of creating content for marketing purposes, the

concern is that AI generative may produce general content that ignores the speci�c context

and features of a customer.
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Imagine a company that has very micro-segmented customers who have very speci�c

needs and preferences such as “black female homosexual Christian students from low-

economic background”. The inquiry here is whether generative AI capable of creating

marketing content for such a micro-segmented customer. Managing this situation is

complicated by the fact that AI can only learn from existing content created by humans

and, most likely, their biases. Some customers may have unexpressed needs and

preferences for which AI cannot be trained. Some AI datasets and training models may be

excluded from datasets, either intentionally or unintentionally, resulting in an unrealistic

picture of customers. Creating an insuf�cient and incomplete picture of customers may

skew an AI model’s output. Creating general or skewed or incomplete marketing content

and ignoring the speci�cs of the customer’s context may result in customer frustration and

their churn. To increase customer loyalty and their lead, sequencing of words by

generative AI should be able to connect emotionally and psychologically with customers

for the most effective marketing campaigns. Incorporating human creativity and

intelligence into the marketing content will reduce the disconnect between marketers,

customers, and the brand for which they work.

One of the best ways achieving these marketing goals is real-time and up-to date access to

complete, integrated and not-biased datasets with high quality  to increase alignment of

marketing contents with business strategies and features of micro-segmented customers.

But generative AI needs a massive amount of reliable and quality data, which many

businesses may lack. Indeed, for markets in which customer and societal characteristics

change rapidly, the algorithm has been continuously re-trained. Businesses will likely have

to prioritize using reliable and unbiased data sources to make the best use of generative AI

in content creation. They will also have to consider the diverse set of features and

characteristics of customers, avoiding frustration and increasing trust.

Looking at these challenges, ChatGPT may have �red up our imagination. For it to be a

truly useful business tool, it will require a lot harder work that no algorithm can take on for

the moment, as we may be scratching on the surface of Arti�cial General Intelligence, but

it feels indeed, just as a preliminary sensation. The journey may have just gotten started.
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